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Note, if probes 

become lose or pop 

out , expose the 

metallic portion on the 

male probe and 

expand the thin metal 

strips to increase 

friction in the female 

socket.  

Sigma Techware PS 250  

OSP-135 

Thermo EC105 

VWR 300 @ BR AC Power Supply Example  
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Power Supply: Typical Gel Electrophoresis Setup 

Black ( – ) Electrical 

Probe; leads to well 

or start end of plate 

Red ( +) Electrical 

Probe; leads to far 

or receiving end of 

plate. If lose or 

pops out, expose 

metallic end and 

expand thin strips.  

On/Off 

Safety Notes: 

1) Connect all wiring 

and probes before 

turning the unit on.  

2) Never touch the 

probes or power 

supply box while the 

device is on.  

3) Turn off the device 

before disconnecting 

electrical probes.  

4) Do not handle the 

device with wet 

hands or on wet 

countertop.  

Red + Electrical 

Probe; goes to far or 

receiving end of plate.  

 

 

Note, if probes 

become lose or pop 

out , expose the 

metallic portion and 

expand the thin metal 

strips to increase 

friction in the female 

socket.  

Voltage or Amps dial 

control.  Typically set 

to maintain 95 volts 

during run.  

Rocker Switch: Set to 

constant Volts (or Amps) 

per lab procedure. 

Typically 95 Volts DC.  

  

Digital Volt or 

Amp readout 

Window 
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Power Supply: Gel Electrophoresis  

 Typical  Instructions and Guidelines 
1. Place the cover on the electrophoresis unit, making sure to have the negative (black) 

electrode at the well end of the gel. 

 

2. Insert the electrode cords into the proper inputs of the power supply. Set the power supply 

on ‘low’ and turn it on. Set the voltage at 90-95 volts. Check to make sure bubbles are 

forming in the buffer on the platinum wire electrodes along the ends of the gel box.  Watch 

the gel closely for 2 – 5 minutes to make sure that the dye is migrating in the correct 

direction. 

3. If you hear an audible alarm or any of small red lights (Fuse or >500mA) come on 

during the run, turn off the unit immediately and unplug. The audible alarm and 

overcurrent lights indicate potential breakdown of the gel mixture or higher than 

normal temperatures in the gel.  For further information on Voltage, Current, and 

Resistance, see the following slides. 

4. If the Gel Rig Electrode/probes pop out or become lose during the run. Turn off and 

unplug the Power Supply and remove each electrode. Inspect each electrode probe 

end by exposing the metallic portion. Use a sharp tool to “spring” the thin strips on 

the metallic probe ends to create a better grip in the power supply female sockets.   

 

5. Allow the tracking dye to migrate 4-5 centimeters from the wells so that the molecular 

weight marker fragments separate sufficiently. 

6. Turn off the power supply, unplug it, and disconnect the electrodes from it. Then remove 

the lid from the gel box.    



Power Supply:  Electrophoresis, BRDG,VWR, 4 outlet pairs 
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Model 302  93000-744  

For a wide range of applications including DNA, RNA, and protein separations, isoelectric focusing, and 

blotting. Compatible with most electrophoresis systems, including VWR horizontal and vertical 

electrophoresis systems. Each unit features operating modes for constant voltage or constant current with 

automatic crossover.  

Four sets of color-coded output terminals allow multiple gels to be run simultaneously. For safety, power 

supplies also include no-load and load-change detection systems, short circuit and over current/over voltage 

protection, and automatic recovery after a power failure. Each unit measures 19Wx25Dx8Hcm 

(71/2x97/8x35/32") and is stackable to save space.  

 



Power Supply:  Electrophoresis, VWR, Controls 
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1. On/Off toggle in 

rear 2. Mode: Press to 

cycle through 

options to set  

Voltage, Time, 

Amps.   

 

3. After Pressing 

“Mode” use 

up/down keypads 

to select values 

5. Press Start after 

settings have been 

made. Note, Unit will 

not proceed unless a 

“load” ( rigs plugged 

into the sockets) is 

present.  

4. Constant: Press 

to toggle between 

constant Voltage or 

Amps.  

 



Power Supply: Sigma Techware PS 250 or Thermo EC105 
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Description 

General description  

Constant voltage operation mode 

Digital display of mA or volts (selectable) 

Dual output − run two gels at once at the same voltage 

(current requirements permitting) 

Output: 20-250 V selectable in 10 V steps 

Capacity: up to 300 mA at 150-250 V 

up to 500 mA below 150 V 

 

LED Fault Display for overcurrent and blown fuse. 

Audible overcurrent alarm. 

Operating temperature range: 0 to 40 °C 

H × W × D  4 1/2 in. × 8 in. × 5 1/4 in.   

 

 



Power Supply: Owl OSP-135, Analog controls 
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+/- ports to 

device 

Milli-amps 

readout 

Actual 

Voltage 

Increase/decrease 

setting on Volts/Amps 

Toggle: Constant 

Voltage or Amps 

DC Start ,Off,  and indicator  

buttons 

 

Can be activated after 

short warm-up period  

 

Must have device requiring 

power engaged before DC 

will “start”.  
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What are the relations between Voltage, Current, Power and Resistance? 

Power (W) = Voltage (V) x Current (A) 

Resistance (Ω) = Voltage (V) / Current (A)   

How does a power supply react after pressing RUN? 

The internal generator will start building up the high voltage at the output terminals while voltage 

and current are constantly measured and power calculated. When one of the pre-set parameters is 

exceeded, the generator stops and will keep that parameter constant. 

How important is the resistance of an electrophoresis unit? 

The resistance of an electrophoresis unit depends on its size, gel thickness, amount of buffer, buffer 

conductivity and temperature. This resistance will normally decrease in time due to a slowly increasing 

temperature. Electrophoresis units which have a resistance below the minimum load resistance 

of a power supply will trigger an alarm! Read the output voltage and current during a run to measure 

the resistance and use above formula to calculate the value. 

How to keep a constant voltage during a run? 

Program the desired voltage and a higher current and power then the maximum expected values: 

Current > Voltage / Resistance 

Power > Voltage x Current 

How to keep a constant current during a run? 

Program the desired current and a higher voltage and power then the maximum expected values: 

Voltage > Current x Resistance 

Power > Voltage x Current 

How to keep a constant power during a run? 

Program the desired power and a higher voltage and current then the maximum expected values: 

Voltage > Current x Resistance 

Current > Voltage / Resistance 

Why are my output values different from those of a similar experiment? 

Either your programmed parameters are not equal to those described or the resistance of your electrophoresis 

unit is different (see above). It cannot be due to e.g. an other model of power supply 

as the relations between Voltage, Current, Power and Resistance are monitored in the same way by 

any instrument (the electrical laws cannot be disregarded!). 

What about connecting more than one unit to the same power supply? 

The outlets being in parallel each electrophoresis unit will be supplied with exactly the same voltage. 

However, current and power may differ due to differences between them even when exactly 

the same model, gel, buffers, etc... are used. Therefore, it is recommended to run several electrophoresis 

units only in the constant voltage mode on the same power supply. 

Electrophoresis: 

Power-Relationships 

of  V, A, R 



Electrophoresis: How to Select a Power Supply (Thermo Corp) 
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Electrophoresis: Thermo-Power Supply 

Selection Guidelines 

Same as Sigma 

Techware PS 

250-1 Unit 



Power Supply: 

AC 

Source/Control 

Example 
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Hotlink to AC Power 

Source Manual 

Users.stlcc.edu/Departments/fvbio/Power_Supply_AC_Manual.pdf

